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Abstract—Minimal invasive surgery or laparoscopy has 

taken part especially for pediatrics.  Traditionally, medical 

students learn surgical skills through the mentorship model 

during their residency training. As technology evolves, more 

and more applications, simulations and system are built as aids 

to medical students in acquiring surgical skills. This research is 

conducted to identify how haptics technology can play part in 

shaping student skills in Surgery Department of HUKM. This 

paper will discuss the second phase of the research: Design and 

Development that focus on simulation class structure based on 

preliminary analysis. Results show that current training 

approaches have some weaknesses that can be replaced by 

applying simulations with haptics devices. Proposed structure 

will be tested in development stage. It is a hope that this 

research will enrich the literature review for visual informatics 

area. 

 

Index Terms—Haptic, laparoscopy, simulation, surgery. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Skill is used as measurement in determining individual 

competency. Skill can be divided into soft skill and physical 

skill. Soft skill is more towards how people deal with other 

people, which focused on communication, presentation and 

etc [1]. Physical skill or called technical skill focused on how 

people carried out task that need specific steps or procedure, 

and normally deal with equipment or devices.  

Skill normally acquired through the teaching by the expert 

together with consistent practices [2], [3]. More time spent 

between experts and trainee will increase the skill acquisition. 

In medical field, especially in surgery, researches is carried 

out to reduce the incision in surgery that lead to the 

implementation of MAS (minimal access surgery) or known 

as laparoscopy. This procedure needs high skilled surgeons to 

operates, and the skill is quite difficult for the surgical trainee 

to master it [2], [3]. The most difficult part is on the pressure 

and grasp that should be given towards the muscle. Therefore, 

there is a need for surgical trainee to spend more time with 

the experts to acquire the skill under experts‘ supervision. 
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Anyway, there are some issues arise such as limitation of 

time, social and financial that restricted the experts to spend 

more time in training the trainee [3]. 

This issues has then lead to the uses of technology as an 

effort to help the trainee doing frequent and consistent 

training. Robotics, simulation and virtual training system are 

technology that available to fulfil this gap [4]. Besides that, 

the usage of dummy also helps in the acquisition of surgery 

skill [4]. Simulation is one approach that seems accepted as 

tool for skill training with the integration with haptic devices 

that provide force feedback and tactile to increase realism [5]. 

In Visual Informatics areas, this kind of integration which 

interdisciplinary has attracted a great attention from 

researchers in recent years [6]. Many of research carried out 

in visual informatics system eventhough in the mass market, 

this systems is not prominent [6].   

In our country, the usage of haptics device can be 

considered as new but the research in this area is growing. 

This research is conducted to discover how simulation for 

laparoscopic surgery training with haptics elements or 

SPLasH (Simulasi Pembedahan Laparoskopi dengan Elemen 

Haptik) that integrate visual informatics component, can be 

implemented at surgery department for medical student 

training at HUKM (Hospital Universiti Kebangsaan 

Malaysia). The main focus of this research to provide a 

simulation that can represent almost accurate pressure and 

grasp level. The procedure of hernia repair has been chosen 

as subject to be simulated. The research is divided into three 

main phase: 

1) The Preliminary Analysis of SPLasH requirement 

2) The Design and Development of SPLasH simulation 

3) User acceptance test towards SPLasH as tool aid for 

laparoscopy surgery training at HUKM 

The preliminary analysis has been carried out and 

identified few major issues need to be catered. One of the 

most important findings is current training method didn‘t 

provide an appropriate pressure and grasp experience to the 

trainee where this elements is a vital part of the procedure [1]. 

This paper will discuss findings of the preliminary analysis 

of this research on pressure and grasp elements and how 

haptics device can be implemented to represent the elements. 

Major component of proposed simulation also will be 

explained briefly. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Laparoscopy is a minimally invasive procedure that is used 

either to diagnose diseases or as method of surgery [7]-[9]. It 

normally applies to those procedures that cannot be detected 
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through diagnostic imaging such as pelvic pain by 

gynaecologist, and also used in normal procedure to examine 

abdominal organs. Laparoscopy started with a small incision 

to accommodate the insertion of laparoscope instruments 

through cannula or trocar and normally under the navel. 

Other incisions also made to allow other insertion of 

laparoscopy additional instruments and normally both in left 

and right abdomen. Once the procedure completed, the 

instruments will be removed and the incision will be sutured 

and bandaged. This incision will take shorter time to recover 

and patients don‘t need a long stay at the hospital. Sometimes 

they treated as daily patients instead of in home patients 

[7]-[9]. The use of instruments is fully handled with certain 

pressure and grasps level to achieve the completion of 

procedure. These procedures need proper training [10] to be 

mastered. Due to that requirement, models have been 

developed to fulfill this need [11]. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Multidisciplinary research in haptics [22]. 

 

Currently, there are many application has been developed 

to be used as training aid for minimal invasive surgery (MIS) 

or laparoscopy [12]-[14]. SINERGIA laparoscopic virtual 

reality simulator is an application that provide exercises for 

specific skill acquisition – coordination, speedy coordination, 

navigation, navigation and touch, accurate grasping, grasp 

and transfer, coordinate pulling, force sensitivity and 

accurate cutting [12]. The MISTELS system (McGill 

Inanimate System for Training and Evaluation of 

Laparoscopic Skills) has been designed to provide a series of 

tasks that performed under video guidance in a box using 

standard laparoscopic instruments to objectively assess basic 

laparoscopic skills [14].Another virtual reality simulator that 

is computer based developed is MIST-VR (Mentice AB, 

Gothenburg, Sweden) that includes interfaces with two 

laparoscopic instruments passed through a frame containing a 

tracking device [13]. MIST-VR provides basic skills training 

(core skills 1 and 2) under module 1 and module 2 for 

intracorporal suture training. 

The benefits of using haptics devices in surgical simulation 

have been realized by many parties‘ inclusive researchers and 

companies. Few companies that really put an effort in this 

particular area, for example are Imersion Medical, Mentice, 

Surgical Science and Reachin [15]-[17]. This has led to the 

growth of research in haptics and simulations. 

Haptics according to Fisher et al is to be touched, as visual 

to be seen and as auditory to be heard while Oakley et al 

defines haptics as something that related to the sense of touch 

[18]-[20]. Haptics is possible to be implemented in four areas 

which is human haptics, computer haptics, multimedia 

haptics and machine haptics [21]-[23]. Research related to 

haptics has moved to multidisciplinary that involved the four 

main areas as shown in Fig. 1 [22], [23]. 

Each of the area focused in different aspects of haptics 

technology but interrelated to each other. Human haptics is 

an area that focused on human sensory motor loop and all 

related aspects with human perception towards sense of touch. 

Machine haptic focused on mechanical devices that replace 

or augment the human touch. Human haptics involve with 

design and development of mechanical devices. The 

mechanical devices needs a life to be felt by the user where 

this is the part played by the computer haptics. It focused on 

algorithm development and software to produce sense of 

touch to the virtual object through haptic visual and rendering. 

While multimedia haptic is referred as the integration and 

synchronisation haptic interfaces data presentation, with 

other media, in multimedia application that utilized gesture 

recognition, tactile sense and force feedback [21], [22]. The 

integration of this four areas enables the visualizalition of 

information that enhance features in visual informatics area.  

Haptic development in medical has an abundant source. 

Many surgical procedures has revolutionised it‘s media 

training through the exploration of haptic technologies over 

the last few decades [22]. Research in surgical simulators 

potentially addresses many of the issues in surgical training 

such as [22]; 

1) It can generate scenarios of graduated complexity 

2) New and complex procedures can be practiced on 

simulator before move to the human or animal 

3) Students can practice on their own schedule and repeat 

the sessions as many times as they want without 

depending on experts to guide them  

Simulation for laparoscopy surgery requires a specially 

design instruments and environment [15], [22] and few 

challenges raised in developing a training set. Haptic 

interface hardware design, tissue and organ development 

model, interactions between tools and tissues, real-time 

rendering of graphic and haptic and not to forget recording 

and playback has been surrounded the researcher in this area 

[22] and become a motivation to encourage more and more 

research carried out to improve the simulation or training aid 

to assist surgeons especially for two main elements in 

laparoscopy which are controlling grasp and pressure. 

Teaching surgical skills has been debated for a long time 

[2]-[4], [9], [10], [24] and identify few issues need to be 

catered in developing training aid for the medical students or 

novice surgeons which has then led to the increase of study in 

skill training and development of learning aid. Even though 

many research has been carried out recently on laparoscopy 

surgery skill training [4], [5],[8], technologies  and modeling 

of tissues [25]-[27] and also development made for 

   

 

 

 

 

laparoscopy skill training [12], [14]-[16], [18], [21], [24],

[28]-[30] but most of the application developed  or 

experiment carried out focuses on task but none of it provide 

for a single and complete surgery procedure such as hernia 

repair, cyst remove and etc. Research in grasp control shown 

that surgeons perform better if suitable application that 

provide force feedback thus help them in improve their skill 

ability [28]-[30]. This is the main reason why this research 

focuses on this vital skill.
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III. THE GRASP 

It is define as the combination of pinch and pull force. The 

level of grasp towards the body tissue must be within the safe 

area as shown in Figure 1. The boundaries of the safe area are 

formed by the damage line and the slip line [28]. The damage 

line is the boundary above where the tissue can be damaged 

due to certain combination of pinches or pulls force. While 

the slip line is the boundary below where the tissue can be 

damaged due to certain combination of pinch or pull force.  

Few factors influence how safe is the grasp such as: 

1) The details of the jaws 

2) The details of mechanicals of tissue 

3) Pressure that givens towards the tissue during grasp 

It is important to give the correct grasp level to avoid tissue 

damages or slippage. Tissue damage is a result of excessive 

force during grasp while tissue slippage occurred when 

insufficient control of pinch given to the tissue. Both of these 

situations can lead to tissue trauma. Frequent study towards 

this matter has been carried out and reported [27]-[30]. 

Device development to represent grasp virtually [31] also 

rising up. Few research also done on effective grasp control  

The average of grasp level that should be given is 8.5N ± 2.8N 

while the maximum level is 24.9 N ± 8.1N [32]. Fig. 2 

illustrated below shown the safe area zone which is bounded 

by slip and damage forces. The more pull force and the pinch 

force will contribute to damage line and slip line.   

 

 
Fig. 2. Safe area bounded by slip and damage forces. adapted from de visser 

(2002) [28]. 

 

IV. THE PRESSURE 

The best pressure level for intra-abdominal is between 10 

to 15 mmHg. The higher pressure which is within 15 to 20 

mmHg is suboptimal. This is due to the correlation between 

discomfort and patients recovery after procedure. The 

pressure above 20 mmHg is classified as dangerous because 

it has a potential of hemodynamic and pulmonary 

compromise also there is long term effects towards internal 

wall tissue of abdomen [33].    

 

V. DISCUSSION 

Preliminary analysis study has been carried out to identify 

how current methods in laparoscopy surgery training are 

carried out at surgery department of HUKM and weaknesses 

will be replaced with haptics devices where appropriate [1]. 

Two major issues has been identified during the study as 

discussed below. 

A. Current training method 

Currently the students at surgery department of HUKM are 

using dummy box set (Fig. 3) that comprises of two part, 

upper and lower. The upper part (Fig. 4) contains a surface 

abdomen like that make from foam. The lower part is an 

empty box (Fig. 5) that acts as internal part of the abdomen. 

Through an observation and interview, it clearly can be seen 

that the dummy only can provide the constraints like 

abdominal wall on the first time of insertion that may lead to 

accurate force given to the abdominal wall [1]. The hole will 

stay there when the next student is trying to do insertion. The 

constraints is much lesser compared to the first time. 

Furthermore there is no method or device is used to measure 

the pressure given by the students onto the abdominal wall.  

 

Fig. 3. The complete dummy box set. 

 

Fig. 4. Upper part. 

 

Fig. 5. Lower part. 

 

To overcome this issue, a simulation has been designed to 

replace the dummy box. The application will be developed in 

few phases:  

1) Prepare the 3D model (abdomen and instruments) 

2) Design the algorithm to control the haptics devices 

(PhantomOmni has been chosen as the device) 

3) Integrate model and haptics device 

4) Measure the force setting 

The force can be computed in three common ways which 

known as motion dependant or time dependant or both ways. 

In this case study, the force control under motion dependant 

type spring which is more versatile and simple to use [31]. A 

spring force is computed using Hooke‘s Law (F=kx, where k 

is a stiffness constant and x is a displacement vector) [31]. 

B. Realism Lost 

Since the upper part only provides constraint on the first 

time usage only, the realism of human anatomy won‘t be felt 
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on the second time and so on. The lower part of dummy is 

place to put an organ for the trainer to manipulate (grasp and 

do suturing). This organ is not well connected to the wall, as 

what we have in human abdominal wall. Again, lost of 

realism occurred. By applying 3D modeling and usage of 

haptics device to represent the instruments of laparoscopy 

procedure, the student will feel the immersiveness and yet 

help them acquire the intended skill.  

 

VI. PROPOSED CLASS COMPONENTS 

After an extensive review towards the ability of 

OpenHaptics Toolkit (since we are going to use Phantom 

Omni), four main class has been identified need to be catered 

in SPLasH. 

A. Device Space Class 

Conceptually the device space class defines the force 

properties and user interaction through haptic workspace for 

Phantom Omni. It manages force effects and user call backs. 

Force effects can be divided into friction, damping – degree 

of difficulty when moving through the space (in this case – 

when user insert the verees needle to initiate an incision) and 

also constant force. User callbacks are a function calls that 

occur as a result of an event such as motion, haptic touch or 

button press. For this study, device space will define the 

environment for surgical simulation. It has been summarised 

as listed in Table I. It is a visualization of abdomen of 

pediatric in three phases: 
 

TABLE I: PHASE OF DEVICE SPACE CLASS 

Phase Visual Purpose 
First External part For pre procedure such as insertion of 

laparoscopy and the incision position of 

equipments. During the incision making 

process the 2 pop techniques in making 

incision will be implemented (2 pop is a 

process where the layers of abdomen wall 

giving constraints while making incision) 
Second Internal part The main process taking where the insertion 

of jaws can be seen, also the area that needs 

to be ―corrected‖ (for this study is hernia 

repair). The view how needle and jaws is 

cooperating correcting the hole and suturing 

process. 
Third External part When the equipment has been pulled out, 

only small incision left and no need for 

bandages and etc. Only navel need to be 

stitch back and the procedure ends. 

 

B. QHWin32/QHGLUT Class 

This class act as windowing classes that inherits from the 

QHRenderer class that defines the following: 

 Simple display list for haptics and graphics (in this study 

the Phantom Omni, the abdomen model and the 

instruments) 

 OpenGL world space to PHANTOM device space 

transformation 

 Simple camera and lighting model 

World space is developed using OpenGL (Open Graphics 

Library) standard that project three-dimensional frustrum and 

known as 3-D space. It can be describe and addressed by 

coordinate system. Mapping between the device space and 

the world space is applied using scaling factor. This may 

result a small movement of the haptic device may scale up to 

much larger movement in the world space. This is very 

important if we have limited space of display on the screen. 

For this study it needs to be careful organised since the world 

space is combine with other portion of screen elements. 

The camera establishes the viewpoint into the world space. 

Rather than forcing shapes to fit within the confines of a 

world space dictated by the camera, the default camera 

accommodates itself to the scene, to the shape created within 

the scene. 

C. Shape Class 

This class defines the base class for all the geometry 

primitives that can be included in the world space such as line, 

cone, sphere, box etc. One of the classes defined is TriMesh 

class that represents a 3-D model produced by industry 

standard modeling programs such as SolidWorks, 3DsMax, 

Lightwave as long as the object in STL, OBJ, 3DS and PLY 

formats. The deformation of shape when touched by the 

haptic cursor is handled by a property. For this study, the 

abdomen model and the instruments is created using 3Ds 

Max and OpenGL. Euler integration is performed with a 

frame to a frame timestep. This is suitable to simulate elastic 

objects which only with TriMesh shapes [31]. 

D. Cursor Class 

This class defines the haptic interface point. It pulls 

together information from all of the other classes mentioned 

above. Device space class provide information for the 

location of the haptic interface point because there can be 

more than one haptic device, there can be more than one 

cursor. For example for this study there will be two haptic 

devices, and two cursors that represent the device (grasper 

and needle). 

World Space class provides information about the 

transformation that allows the device space cursor position to 

be drawn on the scene. For this study, this reflects to the 

space of internal abdominal wall where the procedure is 

taking place. 

Shape class provides information about the objects with 

which the cursor will interact and how the cursor should be 

represented. For this study, the shape will be the abdomen 

(external and internal). 

The cursor class default is a ―blue cone‖. For this study, a 

TriMesh model will be loaded as the cursor will be 

represented by the instruments that used in the procedure 

(verees needle, jaws/grasper, laparoscope and needle with 

thread). Basically, the whole components are going to be 

define as shown in Fig. 6. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Flow of class define for SPLasH. 

 

All the class mentioned above will be design and tested to 

fulfill the need of accurate grasp and pressure for laparoscopy 

surgery and for this case is specifically for hernia repair 

procedure. Experienced surgeons will be involved in setting 
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right level of pressure and grasp before usability testing 

carried out by medical students. It is a hope that this 

simulation will assist medical students acquire skills needed 

for laparoscopy surgery since currently there is no computer 

assisted tool provided for training in this skill area at HUKM. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Study towards providing a good simulation and training 

tool to assist surgeons training has taken great attention from 

researcher. These has been done to overcome tissue trauma 

that caused by excessive grasp forces [28], [29]. This study is 

carried out to  provide a learning aid that not focuses on series 

of tasks but a complete procedure that involve basic skill in 

laparoscopy surgery. The design of the simulation need to be 

carefully design in order to improve current training method 

and to present realism to the trainee in order to ensure the 

acquire the right skill. The class proposed in this paper will be 

developed in C++ and Opengl.  
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